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TFL LzFICDi.NM' CF A CR -RiIBBLD CURWLI1A DIFFUER

V. K. Magay
Candidate of Technical Sciences

In one of Our reference papers [1i a =ethod is given for incriesane the Qffi-

ciency of a diffuser by installing especially dusignedi cross-ribbing cn ito •alls.

The results were obtained for iff..•ors with rectilinear generatrices end for rels-

tively xnall Re numbers (Re < i2). We know that in tLe" presence of various turbi-

latorsz rou!Lhness and concentrated prctuberance on the surfaces of pocrly struvmi-

lined bodies (cylinders, balls, etc.) the hydraulic rtsistance of a device di:idnish.:

wit•tn a certain relatively narrow range of Re numbers; with a ^f.rther increase tii ito

this effect disappears and tae resistance of the body with thi- turtulator becomes

greater than without it.

Fudge end aorsep [21 performed experiments with a cylirdur on *bc surface of

which wires of different diameter were located Parallel to the generatricus near t"'

point of minimum pressure. It was =own that with eu incruase In ite tfu effect

caused by the Use of a turtulator decreeses and fr Fie 0" •i t•.u resitnnco Cf

the cylinder with the t•-rbulstors b~cCr.Cs c•ater than wih±ut "

This aPhencMezcn !s, as we know, explained by force t..r..iatcr. ef tPhe lernr

ou~aI Y le-'er, s4 a result cf wallch theri occurs a breaýws, not of tbh . " t



xw

the: Murbulent-layer, which is capable cf overconin& larger positive pressure C'i..tz

Iwithout breakaway. The turbulation referred to is efficient for relatively low v&lute

,of Ra, when the overall level of turbulence is low. With an increase in Re the over-

Pall level of turbulence is raised and the artificial turbulization bucccnes inefficieot.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the experimental Fig. 2. Influence of the arrange-

apparatus. ment of the rib system.

It waz cxtremely important, therefore, to study tht corsa-ribbed diffuser at

high values of Re, corresionding to the operating ccnditicLs for diffusers in

turbines. It was also important .c investigate the efficiency of crou.- ribbivg fcr

a curvilinear diffuser. The investigations were cor.ucted oL a plane curvilinuar

diffuser model, the ganuratrices of wh-ich were cnstructed in the form of an arc

of a circle. Such a curvature was provided in order to demo:strate the ponsibility

of using cross-ribbing for prolonging high-intensity breakeway.

A diagam of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The 1low frcm. the

pressure line of the blower enters into the confuser, which provides a uniform field

of velocities, and then passe3 through the straight portion into the curvilinear

channel. The static pressure was moanured at six drainage apertures located c" the

perim3ter of a rectangle. The outlets were Joined into a single tube and le• off

to a micromanometer. The velocities c the flow were datermined with a Prandtl

tube and avera<ed. The inter-rib cavities alonz the gerncrca--oes of tho diffuser

wera cut to a depth of 7 m. In constructing th-: ribs 1.5 mm In thickness .i.tz a
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disance •of,3.5 mm between them we were keepir-6 to recmmerndation3 for *"e sclect4i,

of optimal ribbing derived in experiments on rectilinear diffusers. in the first

approximation the height of a rib 1 and the distance betwesen ribs 3 are related by

the equations=O.5h. We shall again note that the stated relationships aza tenta-

tive. In the experiments the location of the rib system on tho Zoneratrices of t-0

diffuser was varied. It was shown that the efficienc of the diffuser ribbing depends

upon the location of the first inter-rib cavity along the flow. In these experiments

the rib system was composed of 1,5 ribs. It was observed that the first inter-rib

cavity for which the cross-ribbing lessens the roslatance of the device is located

a short distance downstream from the narrow section. Displacement of this inter-rib

cavity along with the whole rib system up or downstream from the stated section

causes the crosa-ribbing to beccam-e inefficient. The results of these experiments are

listed in FiE. 2. The losses were evaluated in terms of the resistance coefficient

01" . Here atmospheric pressure is taken as the counterpressure, and w is the

velocity in the narrow section. Twice the radius of curvature of the

diffuser was taken as the characteristic dimension in the expression for lie. Plotted

along the abscissa is the central angle measured from the vertical diameter (CassinS

throuSh the narrow portion of the canal) to the diaietor passing through the orit.ia

of the first inter-rib cavitý (the condition a = 0 corresponds to the ca.-e in which

the first inter-rib cavity is situated in the narrow portion of the channel). A.s

can be seen from the graph, the maximum effect occurs when a = So to 120. It is

necessary to ass8me that this narrow region is situated before the breakaway point.

When the first inter-rib cavity is situated downstream beyond the breaka-.ey point,

the inter-rib cavities are not streamlined by the active boundary layer, aix the

effect of the ribbing disappears.

We note that the cross-ribbing being used is organized in such a way that the

upper ends of the ribs are inscribed in an initally smcoth surface. •uch surfaces

are usually callea semiamoota surfaces.
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Depicted in Fig. 5 is the dependence of the resistance coefficient of the
e.ý T ý 1 ".• -_ -ý '• T•

diffuser on Re for the optimal position of the first inter-rib cavity. The .axim,

velocity at the diffuser intake ia'%4lO m/sec.'e note that this resistance ccefficient

is not the resistance coefficient proper to the diffusea since it incorporates t.:

resistance of the supplying confus.sr device. However since this resistance was

constant for all the experiments, the parameter we have adopted indirectly determines

the diffuser resistance. As can be seen from the graph, the installation of cross-ribbiri

reduces the diffuser resistance coefficient by one third. This attests to the nigh

efficiency of this type of ribbing for flow-separation-diffusers. The fact that the

resistaice coefficient is independent of Re merits attention. A coparison between

the data in Fig. 3 and the reference article [21 shows that the affect of cross-ribs

is not identical to the effect of ordinary turbulators. As was noted, when ordinary

turbulators are used, an increase in Re leads to their becomiP.g inefficient; for the

case of cross-ribs the efficiency does not vary with the Re number (except for the

region of small Re); this is very important under the conditions present in

turbines. Thus, the effect due to the use of cross-ribs cannot be explained frc.a

the point of view of a resistance crisis due to the forced transforeation of the

laminar boundari layer into a turbulent one.

_IXt
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Fig. 3. Efficiency of curvilinear Fig. 4. The influence of the Lumbor

diffusers: O)sa.oth X) ribbed of ribs on the efflcienc1 cf .9
di ffuser. di ffuser.

The mechanism of this effect rejuire3 further investijc~ior.



. xperiments were conducted on the influence of the number of ribs, the first

iuter-rib cavity being situated in the optimal way. The number of ribs n

downstream was varied. The results of the experiments are given in Fig. 4,

fro- which it follows that for n • 8 the efficiency of the dovic- does not C..26e.I
Thus, there is no necessity to cover the entire surface of the flow auction

with ribs; it is enouga to install a definite and relatively limited number of them.

This conclusion aWrees with the result ob-taied for a ribbed diffuser with

rectilinear generatrices

It is possible to draw the follcwing conclusions from the work we have perforredt

1. Cross-ribbing installed on the walls of curvilinuar diffusers leads to

an increase in their efficiency.

2. The efficiency of a ribbed diffuser si6nificantly depends upon tho arrazge-

ment of the ribs in thaflow section.

1. V. K. t'daay. A Cross-ribbe" Diffuser, Lner6onaahincstroyeni~e, , •o.

2. The Current State of the 1iydroaerodyzarics of Viscous Fluids, Vol. 2, .jcto

ForeiFgn LI-t. 2rass, 1948.
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